Tutorial on the emergence of local substructure failures in the railway track structure and their renewal with existing and new methodologies
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Abstract The construction and maintenance of a railway track is an expensive process. Therefore, nowadays, except for advanced countries, considerable attention must be paid to apply the optimal maintenance of railway lines. In Hungary, until 2020 nearly 11% of railway tracks were renewed and rehabilitated from EU support, which means millions of Euros, i.e. billions of Hungarian Forints. It also follows from the support that planned preventive maintenance works must be performed on the renewed and rehabilitated lines. On the other hand, it takes away significant costs from the non-renewed (non-rehabilitated) lines maintenance works, but naturally, less money does not mean less failures, so cost-effective technologies are needed. A segment of maintenance is the local substructure problem(s). In this article, this segment will be mentioned from the development of the failures, through the applied technologies, to the possible new solutions like injection and the using of geosynthetic cementitious composite mats (so called GCCMs).
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1. Introduction

The deterioration of the railway (track) is only to be shown with a genuinely complex correlation. The pressure that the loads of the railway generates is divided amongst the elements until it reaches a lower level exerted on the substructure than on the rails, for instance (Fig. 1). In conclusion, this load transfer does not inflict serious obsolescence; however, the dynamically arriving loads do. The dynamic loads can cause a slight bend even on high quality railways, both in the railway track and at its joints. That is what the saying is for: there is no such perfect track because there can be occurring problems in all kind of aspects. As the elements in the system of the railway’s structure are correlating with each other, some of them even contribute in the initiation of some of its fellow’s obsolescence, hence it can be seen at the term ’obsolescence’ as a self-initiating exponential procedure. The load transfer can be seen in Figure 1. [1, 2].

One of the railway’s cardinal spots is the substructure. When a problem occurs with the substructure it might not be only because of the load (from the vehicles and dead load), but environmental effects, like the consistence of the soil can affect it as well. Either the not properly constructed, or not of proper, materials-built support can cause some reoccurring problems in the long term and also maintaining it in some cases is nearly impossible. That is why solutions are needed, that can increase the longevity of the whole track by opting to use long lasting and appropriate supports. Problems that are only appearing at one particular spot in the railway and can be traced back to the substructure are called local substructural problems [3].

![Figure 1. The load distribution in the railway superstructure based on [2]](image-url)
2. Formation of local substructure failures

Speed restrictions made by problems in the railway result in the need of more dragging force in order to reattain the original velocity. This extra energy expressed monetarily is many billion Hungarian Forints annually [4], in addition to the already extent problems that are already expensive. If they increase the axle load by 2 and a half tons the extra cost would be an additional 4.2% to the maintenance fee [5]. If the substructure does not have enough load capacity and proper soil mechanical features, then soil swap or installing a defensive layer is in need. Speaking of a local substructural problem, full interference depending on access might be expensive, let alone technical barriers.

2.1. Questions of design

Functions of the railway substructure’s reinforcing layers [6]:

- securing load carrying base layer for the ballast (middle layer’s main task),
- preventing frost effect in the track (frost protection layer’s main task),
- load distribution in the subsoil,
- making sure that the rail and its other parts provide proper flexibility,
- avoiding the blending amongst the middle layers and the ballast with the lower weaker layers,
- avoiding the blending between the anti-freeze layer and the subsoil’s material (filtering layer).

A properly constructed railway embankment provides homogeneous support for the railway superstructure.

At designing a substructure for a railway, the following aspects you should consider:

- axle load,
- design velocity,
- subsoil’s consistence, quality, etc.

Economically the substructure has to last at least 40 years and needs to be capable of going under maintenance any time. In Hungary, the planned nominal axle loads are mostly from 210 kN through 225 kN, whereas in other countries it can go a lot higher, even up to 360 kN in North and South America or 440 kN in Australia [7].

Speaking of track system in the aspect of continuity there are traditionally joint and also gapless tracks (CWR track that means continuously welded rail tracks).
these cases, it is needed to create dilatative gaps accordingly to the laying rail temperature, so when it comes to colder weather the gap expands, which is succeeded by continuous dynamic additional effects towards the rails. Other solution would be a rail expansion device that is meant to operate the rail dilatation due to how its shape transforms when interacting with objects with a given rail temperature.

2.2. Reasons of emergence

Main reasons that contribute to the emergence of problems in the subgroup can be categorized into three classes [8]:

- loading factor (failures from deteriorated structure elements)
- features of the soil / and/or design / (poor quality, consistence of the soil),
- environmental factors (soil moisture content, soil temperature).

There are two types of load in the railway tracks:

- the dead load of the structure (so called static load),
- the dynamic load from the traffic/vehicle (static value + dynamic addition).

Although problems that may occur are divided into three groups, yet they appear together often, therefore every local substructural error demand to be taken seriously when investigated.

2.2.1. Loading factors

The dead load causes less amount of complications than the dynamic effects, however, when the filling has not been properly built or designed, it may inflict serious damage regarding stability or shearing. The dynamically emerging traffic load is a repeating, cyclic type of load. The effects of the static and dynamic loads differ on the lower layers, even if the axle load is the same [8, 9].

When it comes to traditional railway tracks where the joints are situated 21-24 meters apart from each other the amount of problems by dynamic collisions are occurring more often, however, the speed limit on these tracks are a lot more strict (in Hungary it is 80 km/h top). These dynamic collisions may result in some loose fastenings, a sunken substructure and even the ballast wears down a lot faster. On top of those faults/errors, there are a lot more in addition: the end of the rails can bend down. In order to recover their original shapes a particular technology has to
be used. The errors are situated according to the locations of the gaps (standard is 1 per every 24 meters) [1, 10].

Hypothetically, it is impossible that there would be a load caused by similar dynamic collisions in the tracks due to the welded rails placed in them. Nowadays there have been a couple of welding methods in use when it comes to constructing major railways [2]:

- flash butt welding (either in a welding plant or by a moving machine),
- aluminothermic welding (thermit welding or AT welding).

This is claimed to be true hypothetically, however, in practice, especially on old weldings the wear can be faster (an outcrop emerges) than on the surface of the rails. The main reason for that is that the AT (aluminothermic) welding is about the correspondence of “three different type of materials” (the two rails and the welding material), and the steel that supports the joints wears down faster than the steel that makes the rails because the former one’s features are weaker. There is no publication about that, so what the authors asserted is only based on their experience. The reason why it is important to emphasize that problem is that when short-railed tracks are constructed to CWR tracks nowadays it is sure that these weldings are 24 (or 21) meters apart from each other. The outcropped weldings cause smaller but similar problems than the weldings on traditional railways. The collision is smaller, even though, these types of problems mean larger dynamic addition load at higher track velocity.

The deflection, the substructural deformations at the supporting tracks with different stiffness occur either where the bridge and the railway tracks meet (Fig. 2), or where the tunnel and the railway track join each other are making another focal spot. The stiffness of the support by the bridge abutment suddenly changes which results in the moving train accelerating vertically that generates addition-of-use in the tracks. These problems can cause serious distortion in the track geometry on tracks that were not properly constructed or are already deteriorated, additionally mudding may occur when it does not have appropriate drainage. Therefore, the main problem is from geotechnical/loading and either from structural or design causes. The primary reason why temporary tracks are needed is to reduce travel time that increases the design velocity, which results in the tendency of addition-of-use and obsolescence. [11, 12] The problem is mainly depending on the soil’s factor, however, it is mainly
because of the addition-of use by the change of stiffness, therefore it goes to the loading factors when classifying.

![Diagram of railway track failure in the track-bridge transition zone](image)

**Figure 2. Track failure in the track-bridge transition zone based on [12]**

### 2.2.2. The consistence of the substructural embankment = Soil factors

There were numerous publications conceived regarding the consistence of the embankment that have an elaborate description on the principles of design, construction, as well as maintenance in connection with geotechnics [13, 14, 15, 16]. An important thing in the railway is the proper support that can be achieved with a substructure that meets the requirements in both the aspects of compressibility and load capacity. Even if these factors are given the work is not entirely done because the drainage is still to be emphasized, moreover, the layer separation mustn’t be left out either.

When a problem occurs, the soil factor means that it does not have adequate mechanical characteristics, like fine clay or mud. The change of moisture content (water content) in these types of soils usually results in expansion, so they would be a poor solution when it comes to load capacity. On top of that the previously mentioned loading factor by weak soils is significantly important because blending and compression are expectable on the surface when it is under dynamic load in such moisture content. That is why it is emphasized to apply either granular soils or complementary layers because they secure the evaporation and the drainage of the water.
The embankment’s width is another factor in restricting the ballast’s deformation under the vehicles’ loads throughout its lifespan. In order to save money, these embankments are constructed relatively narrow with an inappropriate ratio of 1:1.5 sloping. On the other hand, there are embankments, which were constructed decades ago with a paving of lateral support that has already been either eroded, or lost. This might cause improper lateral support and excessive permanent distortion in the structure of the embankment [6]. In Hungary there has been numerous amount of precedents, where the sloping of the embankment eroded after installing a complementary layer, that later got fragmented vertically due to support deficiency. Therefore, the width of the paving decreased or got lost [17].

2.2.3. Environmental factors

As far as the ballast fragmented, got stained or due to substructural deformation the water’s drainage from the surface of the substructure is not secured (Fig. 3), the muddy residue of precipitation pumps up as a result of each and every dynamic force. The soil particles are still staining the ballast and keep the water back from flowing (Fig. 4.) [18].

![Figure 3. Dewatering is not working on the deflected substructure based on [18]](image-url)
As the soil and the ballast settle, even a couple meter deep-water pocket can emerge that is induced by the precipitation penetrating from above. The water pocket is officially defined as embankment range or deterioration form in which the stone material of the ballast and the substructure are settling due to the dynamic and/or hydraulic procedures [3]. The water pocket itself is a typical locally emerging problem, that’s removal is really expensive. In the aspect of drainage, it does not matter how clear the ditch is next to the railway when it is not able to exit the railway structure as it can be seen in the Fig. 5.

![Normal ballast and Contaminated ballast](image)

*Figure 4. The contamination of the ballast based on [18]*

Apparently, due to the dynamic addition loads, the ballast particles get pushed in and settle with the embankment material that was softened by precipitation and a temporary streak between the ballast and the embankment emerges where the
settlement of the materials provides a descending support in practice. In a case like this, layer separating complementary layers are to be applied.

The particles in the ballast are getting indented in a particular manner, because the position of the ballast doesn’t cover the substructural embankment entirely, so the transferred load shares the mass through less amount of particles than the area of the ballast would. This is justified by the research made on the subconcrete’s position [20].

Other local problem opportunity in addition is a more seldom occurring, even though there were numerous cases of substructural indentions of animal origin. Some mammals carve out tunnels in the embankment that later on collapses and causes lots of distortion in the tracks (Fig. 6.), which can only be repaired by spending a lot of money by having someone fix it with a special repairing method [21]. This type of repair is elaborated in Chapter 4.2.

![Figure 6. Local substructure fault due to cavity rupture [21]](image-url)
3. Diagnostics of the substructure failures

According to the new order D.5 by MÁV Zrt., the registration of local substructural problems is to be done at the annual walk-ins, while the tracing has to be constantly in progress [22]. The tracing and the evaluation is to be completed when doing the observing and the examination of subsidence under loads measured by track-geometry.

While doing track diagnostics, where small frequented, great amplitude waves emerge at a point are referring to the interruption of the substructure. Depending on this when examining diagrams these problems [23].

Thorough analysis can be done from the deflections moving spread. Those are local problems regarding railway diagnostics when among the measured railway diagnostic parameters, in a particular moment/point either of those exceeds the prescribed measuring range. A local substructural problem can be inferred when the moving standard deviation of the draft parameter differs from the surrounding values based on a graph and to a significant extent during the track diagnostic measurement. The subsidence moving spread is to be evaluated by in a mathematical way [24]. Efforts have already been made to propose the classification of value into size limits [25], but no formal size limits have been set until the writing of this article. However, as the authors wrote earlier, these procedures can only be used to infer the origin of the substructural problem. The more precise definition of the problem can be done by excavations, trenching and soil mechanical drilling.

Another accurate method for concluding is the usage of georadar (GPR-Ground Penetrating Radar). Their application has been thoroughly investigated in [26] and [27] literatures, among others. The electromagnetic shortwaves emitted by the georadar are reflected from the different dielectric layers, and thus revealing the thickness and location of the given layers (Fig. 7). The soils’ dielectric constants of different qualities are determined by moisture content, soil density and structure. A further development of this became a radar-detectable geotextile to which a 20 cm wide aluminum sensor was attached. This got integrated into the railway track structure, provides better reflection of the electromagnetic signals and makes any structural deformations more detectable. The method assists with georadar tests performed in subsequent operations and provides long-term controllability [28].
4. The possible renewing technologies of the local substructure failures

The authors have already written in the previous part of the article that the examination of each local substructural problem’s location requires a complex task. This is really important to emphasize because it is common for certain problems to be corrected simply by ballast screening and possible trenching, and then the problem returns in several cases. Geogrid and geotextile will be installed at the same time as ballast screening. The complex test should therefore include the inspection of the drainage facilities because if the rainwater receiver is not available, the drainage will not be complete. Another problem is if the screened material is deposited directly next to the track, as water on the already contaminated material either does not flow and can leak towards the track or flow back towards the track.

4.1. Renewing by mostly used technologies

Usually, a multifunctional protective layer is built in between the ballast and the substructure crown (upper plane of the embankment). It is made up of natural and /
or artificial materials. The applied technology must be determined depending on the needed functions to be performed and the technical parameters of the used materials [9].

Generally, the following solutions are used to reinforce the structure or substructure of a railway track [3]:
- CGM1, CGM2, sandy gravel, etc.;
- soil stabilization,
- geosynthetics (geogrid, geotextile, geocomposite, etc.),
- asphalt protection layer,
- XPS extruded polystyrene slabs.

4.1.1. Coarse grained mixture (CGM)

By constructing a granular layer, the problem can be improved in the medium term. Mixtures of CGM1 and CGM2 have been transposed from the German Railway Construction Directive Ril.836 [29] into Hungarian standards [3]. The CGM1 layer is quasi-water sealing, so it can provide a suitable solution with proper drainage. The CGM2 layer functions as a load-bearing layer similarly to the CGM1 but acts as a water-permeable layer due to its particle size distribution [3]. This ability is also true for sandy gravel with the required particle size distribution. The efficiency of the latter materials in the case of water-related problems is questionable, other materials with a layer-separating role (e.g. geotextiles) can be said to be obligatory.

However, this requires a machine such as PM1000-URM [30], which is able to build in the granular layer and perform the screening process in one time. From an economic point of view, it is questionable whether the application of such a technology is necessary if the substructure faults occur only locally within just over a few hundred meters.

4.1.2. Stabilizations

The stabilization of the subgrade on the old embankment can be done with different binders and (partly) different technologies. The applicable materials depend on the soil’s consistence, that can be lime, cement or chemical stabilization, and without any binder, they are so called mechanical stabilization.

For the mentioned main problem, none of the listed stabilization solutions are adequate, because there are many physically and approach aspects which needs
higher space and more technological time. Due to this, that would not be an economical and good solution to fix a local failure.

Another type of stabilization is the application of glue material in the ballast. In [31] improvement was shown at the bridge ends in terms of reduced track settlements and the stability of track surface geometry. In [32] more investigations and results were published. On the other hand, the glued ballast does not solve fully the drainage problems, thus, it is not a good solution for renewing local substructure failures.

4.1.3. Geosynthetics

From the aspect of railway construction, the following geosynthetics are used [3]:

- geotextile,
- geogrid,
- geocomposite,
- geomembrane.

The primary aspect of renewing local substructure failures is the good drainage, the full covering of a water-sensitive embankment, and the prevention of further mixing. If a geotextile is laid on a deformed surface, it will pick up the plane of the surface due to the ballast. In this case, if there is no adequate “cross-slope” on the surface, the water will seep through the geotextile and remain in the substructure in the same way.

By using the geogrid, the load bearing capacity is increased, the shear resistance in the lower part of the ballast increases and making the ballast “beam” less sensitive to deflection. However, at this solution the drainage is not solved. As a result, the “movement” (settlement) of the substructure is continuous because of the change of volume due to moisture. So highly probable, the base length of the deflection is extended in longitudinal direction.

For the reasons described above, laying a geocomposite (geogrid + geotextile) may be a sufficient solution, as it bears beneficial effects together. However, on an especially weak section, this provides only a short-term solution, because the dewatering does not work well.

The application of geomembrane can be a suitable solution as complete water exclusion can be achieved by laying it on the plane of the already reinforced substructure. By doing this, the moisture content of the water-sensitive substructure
can only be affected by the capillary water pressure. However, it should also be noted that in the case of a substructure with inadequate load capacity, if a deflection occurs, it restrains the water as a “trough”.

In conclusion, geosynthetics that can be incorporated during ballast screening can provide an economically efficient solution, but a long-term solution can only be achieved by installing geomembranes that seal the substructure, and thus preventing the infiltration of precipitation and the associated volume change, siltation and crushing. However, for the reasons mentioned earlier, this would only be a suitable solution if the load capacity of the substructure is also appropriate.

4.1.4. Asphalt protection layer

The asphalt protection layer could be an excellent solution, because its separation function is perfect, while it provides significant increase in load bearing capacity. In many countries, the technology is applied in both high-speed rail traffic and on lines where higher axle loads are required due to significant freight traffic [33, 34].

However, similar to stabilizations, there are physical conditions in the approach that would not be an economical solution to renew a local failure and could only be built in inaccessible places by manual installation and compaction.

4.1.5. XPS polystyrene slabs

The advantage of extruded polystyrene slabs is that these are a highly flexible material with thermal insulation properties. It has high compressive and flexural strength. Its water uptake is negligible, which also means that its resistance to freeze-thaw cycle changes is appropriate. Aging and dry rot are not to be expected. The low dead weight and easy machinability make it suitable for use to protect the railway substructure. Experiences have shown that by modifying the screening machine during the renewing, the sandy gravel layers can be neglected, but damage can happen while laying [9]. It has been used in a few places in Hungary so far (railway line 40. between Szentlőrinc and Pécs; Budapest tramway line 1), but the experiences were adequate [2].

If polystyrene slabs were installed, the falling rainwater would be drained until there is no defect in the substructure. On the other hand, easy to imagine that the slabs could bend and break locally, then the falling rainwater collects in one smaller territory in the superstructure and the substructure is soaked at one point. For these
reasons, their installation would only be ideal if a granular layer were to be built in before laying, as a reinforcement of the railway track.

4.2. Possible new solutions

In the case of local substructure faults, optimal solutions are needed, which provides drainage on the substructure crown, give reinforcing effect, and are easy to build in. None of the listed technologies guarantee these requirements. Therefore, the application and experimentation of new technologies is justified.

4.2.1. Injection

Two types of injection methods are applied in the construction industry, “cement milk” injection and polyurethane injection. In the case of both technologies, the approach to the construction site is less of a problem, the injected substructure is sufficiently strengthened, and the drainage is also solved.

The “cement milk” injection solution is also used in China, where substructure of high-speed railways is the weak and the substructure and its foundation are strengthened with it. [35,36] The solution has also been applied in Hungary several times, including at the mentioned animal substructure fault of main line 41 in chapter 2.3.3. [21], at the reconstruction of the main line 30 at Dél-Balaton (South-Balaton) section to strengthen the backfilling of a bridge, and at the railway line 36 to locally strengthen some sections. Based on short-term experience, the solutions proved to be appropriate. The disadvantage of the technology is that the amount of the required material is unpredictable. On the other hand, rigid points can be developed, which can be followed by failures at the transition sections, like at the already explained.

The injection of polyurethane foam into the railway substructure has been studied in [37], and the injection of ballast has been discussed inter alia in [38] (Fig. 8). The theory of the installation is the same as for the injection of “cement milk”, but while the “cement milk” solidifies, the polyurethane foam (RPF) expands, thus filling the pores, narrow gaps.

Therefore, the injection reinforcement causes a long-term increase in load capacity, improves the properties of the substructure, and fills the pores thus reducing the water absorption capacity/possibility of the railway substructure material. The solution could be cost-effective and would provide an additional tool for railway maintenance by demonstrating its impact.
Due to the disadvantages of the technology, it may be risky to install on higher speed railway lines, but on those inferior railway lines where the problem is serious, but because of the underutilization and other reasons, it would be a waste of money to spend, these solutions could be good maintenance options.

4.2.2. Geosynthetic cementitious composite mats (GCCMs)

This technology has entered into the construction industry in the last decade. By building in it, mainly layer separation and drainage problems can be solved. These materials are cement impregnated fabrics that would harden when they are being hydrated with water, thus, providing high rigidity and strength [39,40]. GCCM is commonly applied as an alternative solution of shotcrete [40]. Several variants were invented, however, the most effective solution proved to be a cementitious material impregnated between two layers of geotextile, thus forming a “sandwich” structure. The upper geotextile is non-woven, while the lower is of the woven type. Its installation does not require serious expertise, and transportation to difficult places is also easier.

Among the mentioned products, one of the most promising one is Concrete Canvas (CC) (Fig. 9). The upper fibrous fabric and the lower PVC waterproofing layer are connected by a 3D fiber matrix, and a special cement mixture is filled between the two layers [41]. According to official data scripts, the compressive strength of the hardened concrete slab is 80 MPa after a setting time of 28 days. Its 80% (but at least 50 MPa) is reached 24 hours after hydration. After bonding, the fiber structure

Figure 8. Injectioned ballast bed sample [38]
strengthens the concrete, avoiding cracking. Its lifespan is roughly 50 years [42]. Its effectiveness has been presented in several case studies [41].

![Figure 9. Installing of CC for experimental mobile building foundation [43]](image)

The material can be built in easier by hand or machine when a local substructure failure is being renewed, because the material is delivered in scrolled up formation like geosynthetics, so the screening machine can pull it in under the ballast bed. Based on the authors’ theory, CC conforms to the bending (settlement) and deformations of the terrain (Fig. 10). If the cement in the layer is bonded only after the ballast has been screened, the rigid layer will be deformed, while suiting to the shape of the ballast bed particles, to some extent. Due to this, it can be assumed that in this way, compared to the application of geogrids, some amount of “interlocking” effect is created. Thanks to this, the internal shear resistance of the ballast increases at the lower part of the thickness. [4, 44]
To connect the main topic, with usage of the cementitious geosynthetic composite mats the local substructure failures can be improved with good chance. Thanks to the ability of the adequate dewatering, the substructure’s water supply from the weather is nearly ended, the rigid layer can give more stability to the track structure, and the built in is easier, more cost efficient.

The authors still have to investigate its behavior in the railway track structure (especially the effect of the dynamical loads), but direction of the research can be assessed as good.

4.2.3. Other technologies

Few years ago, the Hungarian State Railways (MÁV) worked on a project, which wanted to develop a mobile screening technology. The base of this idea is the application of the amphibian mobile vehicles. Unfortunately, the project has been paused before time.
5. Summary

In this paper the factors were showed, which can cause local substructure failures, and the applied diagnostic methods in Hungary. The railway protection layers were also showed which are capable for railway structures, and these were analyzed from the aspect of the improvement of the local failures. Summarized the material properties, the functions and the experiences, it was cleared that the often-used technologies do not give cost efficiently improving solution for local substructure problems.

To be able to solve this problem, the authors investigated the built-in eligibility of the mentioned new technologies. The injection technologies are not new solutions, there are many foreign and home experiences to show. Next to this technology, the cementitious geosynthetic composite mats could be potential key, because thanks to the materials properties and the experiences are deservedly thought it could give cost efficiently improving manner for the mentioned local problems. The authors are working to verify this.
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